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Wood Mosaics



By shaping and finishing the world’s most beautiful and
exotic hardwoods, Flux Studios has created Fortis
Arbor Wood Mosaics. Made strictly from sustainable
lumber so our grandchildren can enjoy our forests as well
as our tiles, Fortis Arbor Mosaics are both beautiful and 
functional with the enduring warmth and luxury that only
wood can bring: a new idea in a classic tradition.

Our wood tiles are handcrafted from solid bamboo, teak
and rosewood. These three woods were chosen not 
only for their pleasing color range, but because of their
strength and durability. By partnering with a small furniture
company we are able to reclaim our wood from sustainably
harvested and plantation grown lumber too small to be
used in fine furniture making. All our tiles have a living
finish that is easily maintained and enhances the wood’s
natural beauty. Each tile is cut and finished by hand, so
every installation is unique. 

Fortis Arbor Mosaics can be used in virtually any interior
application with limited water exposure: on walls, 
back splashes, countertops, fireplace surrounds and
kitchen, bathroom and high traffic floors. Whether our 
tiles are used in a contemporary or traditional setting, 
Fortis Arbor Mosaics bring a depth and aesthetic harmony
to the environment that is unrivaled by other materials.
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Sustainability
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Fortis Arbor Grout  - patent
pending -  was developed
specifically to move with the
natural expansion and
contraction of Fortis Arbor wood
tiles to allow beautiful concepts
in flooring, walls, countertops,
back splashes, fireplace
surrounds, kitchens and
bathrooms. 

We are the pioneers of wood
tile mosaics and only our grout
allows for maximum
performance and easy
installation. 

Wood Expands 
and Contracts

So Does Our Grout



Sample patterns

Liners

1 by 1 inch
straight, plain

1 by 1 inch
straight, checker

Bamboo shown Bamboo and 
Rosewood shown

Bamboo shown Rosewood and 
Teak shown

1 by 2 inch
straight, plain

1 by 2 inch
straight, checker

1 by 1 inch
offset, plain

1 by 2 inch
offset, plain

Bamboo shown Rosewood shown Teak shown Bamboo and 
Rosewood shown

Basketweave,
plain 

Basketweave,
checker 

Random,
plain

Random, 
blend

Rosewood shown Rosewood and 
Teak shown

All patterns can be blended in varying
percentages of Bamboo, Rosewood and Teak.
Custom gradient blends are also available.

With the exception of our edge liner which
measures ½ inch thick, all Fortis Arbor tiles are 
¼ inch thick.

Half-round liner ½x12 inches (Bamboo shown, also available in Rosewood and Teak)

Flat liner ½x12 inches (Rosewood shown, also available in Bamboo and Teak)

Edge liner ¼x12 inches (Teak shown, also available in Bamboo and Rosewood)

Mosaic components

Circular, oval, rectangular and square insets
(Teak shown, also available in Bamboo and Rosewood)

Teak 1x1 and 1x2 inches

Bamboo 1x1 and 1x2 inches

Rosewood 1x1 and 1x2 inches


